
 

 

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android. Nice!  

 

Link to Eve At Christmas Eve 2015.  

 

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016 from 4 MD Wives 

Coup D'Etat our 1984 II Dictators, all MD Women $$$ rich 

Pirates in Key West with $777 Trillion from King Salman's 

sunk Mecca + Allah.  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... By JASON 

HOROWITZ Mr. Trump, whose appeal is predicated on an 

aura of toughness and perpetual success, seldom speaks of his 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/EveAtChristmasEve2015.html


brother Freddy, who died as an alcoholic in 1981 at age 43.  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Mr. Trump killed his own brother if he was high 

enough to know what Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy 

wear doing in 1980; killing the Shock + Awe of Bush Era with 

the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort. 

Jimmy Carter drank 777 Trillion glasses of wine and got 

drunk thinking of the riches of $777 Trillion from Oil. 

Euphoria of the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord 

Escort would have sobered up Trumps Drunk Brother at 42 

years old, Hell No he would never ever have died of drinking 

a year after the 1980 Invention of the ElectricWindmillFord 

Escort... Hell No Way! Jimmy Carter killing millions since 

then!  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Sunday Book Review: ‘The War on Alcohol’ by Lisa 

McGirr section BR - page 15 By JAMES A. MORONE ‘The War on 

Alcohol’ without using the 1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escort 

same as the War on Mecca + Allah without using the 1980 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort.  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Book (I don't think it comes with a CD or link to 



Los Alamos Super Computer Simulations) “Do No Harm,” and 

it was written by the British neurosurgeon Henry Marsh. His 

job is to slice into the brain, the most complex structure we 

know of in the universe, where everything that makes us 

human is contained, and the contrast between the extremely 

sophisticated and the extremely primitive — all of that work 

with knives, drills and saws — fascinated me deeply. Yes Dr. 

Katrina write in her book, (No CD) she put brain gray 

matter between her index finger and thumb and swirled it 

around like the Milky Way Galaxy and wondered were the 

"Brain" of the Milky Way Galaxy is, in some force field of 

MRI's she will invent the MIR Space Telescope for NASA if she 

hooks up with Greg, grin. Well the Brain of the Milky Way 

Galaxy is more complex than our 1984 II Dictators directing 

Sony Movies, grin.  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... "Awake 

Craniotomy", is in Dr. Katrina's Book too; "Awake 

Craniotomy", that had never been performed in Albania. The 

procedure is used to remove a kind of brain tumor that looks 

just like the brain itself. Such tumors are most common in 

young people, and there is no cure for them. Without surgery, 

50 percent of patients die within five years; 80 percent within 

10 years. An operation prolongs their lives by 10 to 20 years, 

sometimes more. In order for the surgeon to be able to 

distinguish between tumor and healthy brain tissue, the 

patient is kept awake throughout the operation, and during 

the procedure the brain is stimulated with an electric probe, 



so that the surgeon can see if and how the patient reacts. Dr. 

Katrina will react to this Sunday NY Times story by writing 

an iapp that links "Awake Craniotomy" to Los Alamos super 

computer simulation while the patient is awake, grin!  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... "Plane Crash Into 

Alaska Building Is Said to Be Suicide" Mary Kennedy 

hanged in the Kennedy Barn was Said to Be Suicide too but 

we know it was murder. Would this Pilot have killed himself 

if he and just bought a 2016 EectricWindmillFord Escort, Hell 

No!  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 The Ethicist: Is It O.K. to Go to Work While Sick and 

Sneezing? section MM - page 20 By KWAME ANTHONY APPIAH 

Sunday NY Times. Hell Yes someone at the NY Times will come 

to work sick on Monday; 1-4-2016 and Hell Yes Again; 

someone in Key West will write an iapp for the iPhone 7 that 

you have to scan in when you use your NY Times badge to get 

in the door... and the door will not open if you are sick 

trying to go to work at the NY Times on Monday, grin. Until 

Hillary at Yale Law can sue everyone who came to work sick... 

and make Headlines.  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  



 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...Sunday in Key West 

with Mandy Miles, "It's simple, silly" Mandy wish's she was 

cyber literate as the cellphone software makers think she is. 

Now at 39 years old Mandy understands. Mandy is no longer 

part of the targeted demographic for amazing in iapps. Does 

Mandy go to work sick at the Citizen Newspaper Office, of 

course she does. Never mind. Mandy never left her debit card 

at the register making a purchase in Key West, while 

talking... so why should she get the new iapp that lets you 

swipe your debit card without taking out and giving it to 

the girl she is talking to? How many debit card are left at 

the register was not in Mandy Miles story, I will give her a D. 

Sorry Mandy but his should have been in the news article. 

"Never Mind, I'll just pay cash. Is there an iapp for that? 

Mandy might get a F grade, sorry Mandy but your cash is 

"sick" with the Norwalk virus and bacteria, you should as a 

Key West Journalists at least mentioned the Norwalk virus 

can stick to a dollar for a few days.  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Robin Robinson the newspaper garden writer wrote 

on the next page after Mandy about pineapple plantations 

even named a island Plantation Key. 700 AD they were 

growing Pineapples here, wow. Flagler's Railroad opened in 

1912 and put them out of business. Well its 2016 and Heavy 

Lift Helicopter Combines to Harvest Pineapple and Bananas 



will put someone in business shipping this to the NY Times, 

grin. Robin get a D as she didn't mention the Heavy Lift 

Helicopter Combines to Harvest Pineapples and Bananas... 

sorry Robin + Mandy!  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

 

 

1-3-2016 Big Ticket: For $30.5 Million, Fifth Avenue and 

Facing the Park section RE - page 2 By VIVIAN MARINO Big 

Ticket in Key West at Publix is the Florida Lottery $120 

million posters on every Bus Stop Shelter trying and 

succeeding to scam the bus riders wanting a 2016 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Drive 1984 II into 1984 III 

Bigger Lottery of $777 Trillion taken away from King 

Salman, perverts in KW can watch his sex tapes via YouTube 

Red King moves to another Universe out of money he got 

from Miami gas station hold ups in 2000.  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

 

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 



1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

 

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-3-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

 

 

1-1-2016 Six New Year's Resolutions, improve your memory...  

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  

 

 

inventor8484@gmail.com  

 

 



 

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE! 

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/


 

 

 

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.  

 

 

 

 

 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...  

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html


index a smaller file.  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.

html  

 

 

 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html  

 

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014  

 

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC  

 

Greg's YouTube Video reposted  

inventsomething@live.com  

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 

27,  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/007Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y4xxTOPvpY
mailto:inventsomething@live.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-1-2016 Mary, Eve, Trillions of Dollars + Trillions of Galaxies 

to think about God... Great Dames of Key West I took their 

pictures coming out of Saint Paul's Church on Christmas 

Day... I was persona non grata, from Christmas Day Service 

in Key West. George Orwell took over the Church.  

 

 

365 Days I have written this web page this year  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016... RIYADH, Saudi 

Arabia - Saudi Arabia's King Salman's execution of 47 



people, on New Years Day including a Shiite cleric execution 

of Sheikh Nimr al-Nimr, an outspoken campaigner for Shiite 

rights, is likely to exacerbate tensions with Iran and Shiites - 

King Salman also covertly with the help of the American CIA 

killed 47 kids at Saint Jude via poison exhaust gas on New 

Years Day. If the New York Times would post in its obituaries 

the kids at Saint Jude the public would know the stats the 

CIA knows today... this would likely exacerbate tensions in 

the Rank's of CIA MD's who know Saint Jude Kids are 

Holocaust II + III by USA Oil Men's greed for $777 Trillion 

more in oil revenues, a crime! How many kids at Saint Jude 

died in 2015... you know this is top secret even for 1984 II 

people!! Baby killers of Vietnam in Key West built another 

Memorial in 2015. Guys who make the Virus Software also 

make the Wounded Warriors! This is a Trillion Dollar Game 

in a Universe of Trillions of Jewish Aliens! A Winner for Greg 

+ Wives in Key West, grin!  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

Putin names the United States as one of the threats to 

Russia's national security for the first time, a sign of how 

relations with the west have deteriorated in recent years...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Putin, Texas, Canada, BP Oil men's relations with 

the west have deteriorated in recent years... partly due to 

this web page and the next generation of 1984 III dictators 

ready to invent a way to hear + observe Jewish Aliens at each 



of the 52 Nearest Stars. Hell even Putin suppressed the game 

"52 Pick-Up" listing the names and stats on the Nearest 52 

Stars as he and the US oil men don't want to spend $777 

Trillion on Star Travel IP invention projects, ha. Trillion 

dollar oil men fighting over oil revenues of $777 Trillion!  

 

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

Dad went on a New Year's Eve shooting rampage sparked by 

a beef over a washing machine, killing his wife and two 

others in his Los Angeles County home before his own son 

wrestled the gun away and killed him.  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

55 Men went on a New Years Day shooting rampage sparked 

by this or that; remember the New York Times finally posted 

the daily shootings in the USA. Today the New York Times 

readers of this web page need to think about posting the 

Saint Jude deaths on New Years Day from their Poison Gas 

Exhaust Era at the New York Times!  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

777 achievable New Year's resolutions for the next 

generation of 1984 III Dictators!  

 



1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

"Over 50, Female and Jobless" By PATRICIA COHEN A new 

study found that the employment prospects for women over 50 

darkened by the decision of the New York Times not to make 

Headlines with 1 Trillion 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escape's 

on the Ford Assembly line in 2016. Patricia Cohen at the New 

York Times knows this and wrote this "Orwellian" story 

anyhow, which is a crime against humanity!  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

FDA is light years from reality; FDA need to make public in 

this 1984 II society all the Rx Recipes and then order Apple 

Tech Genius to write iapps to link them to Los Alamos for 

super computer simulation by millions working 24/7 instead 

of going to the Sports Bar's or football game... F.D.A. 

Regulator, Widowed by Cancer, Helps Speed Drug Approval - 

failure of the FDA is legend!  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1984 II Experts Foresee Obstacles for Both Sides in Bill Cosby 

Case; SWF's in 2016 see, observe 1984 II HQ and do see 

Obstacles like Tim Cook + Others with Syphilis, STD's terrible 

MS Virus diseases! Clones of Bill Cosby have and will give to 

100,000 SWF in the USA in 2016. Executive Orders to save her 

life have not been given by our 1984 II Dictators yet, why, 



who knows?  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

Hell; at the Gym... At the Gym, Abs and Stats. Big City By 

GINIA BELLAFANTE JAN. 1, 2016 Ultra Apple-Starbucks Store 

School University linked with iapps to Los Alamos and 

Treadmills with MacBook Pro instead of the treadmill read 

out and settings. How many Treadmill Desk with a MacBook 

Pro are at Los Alamos today - Zero - for the HQ of Ground 

Zero, ha! I wrote up the Ultra designers in Manhattan of 

their newest Hospital under construction with no Treadmills 

in the waiting rooms or Hospital Rooms, for patients and 

guest who spend 24/7 sitting in a chair... idiots in this 1984 

II society, really. We have to idiot proof these "Engineers"! 

More recently we have seen the explosion of boutique fitness 

studios like Barry’s Boot camp, Pure Barre and Soul Cycle, 

the last of which is now in virtually every neighborhood in 

Manhattan south of 96th Street, the Hamptons and other 

places around the country where real estate values send jolts 

through the collective nervous system of ordinary people. 

Soul Cycle, like certain iterations of yoga, has been such a 

success in the current moment in part because it makes 

submission to a luxury-brand experience feel like spiritual 

enrichment. On some level it aims to alleviate your guilt. 

The $34 you are spending on 45 minutes of stationary biking 

is going to improve you as a person, and the world, in turn, 

will be a better place for all of your growth. Ultra Apple-

Starbucks Store School University in every neighborhood in 

Manhattan south of 96th Street, the Hamptons 24/7. And the 

world, 1984 II in turn, will be a better place if you get just 

one IP invention project that prevents one women from 



getting infected by Tim Cook's STD's or killed by a OJ clone 

via the iapps you write for her iPhone 7 +++ that will not be 

written by someone at Apple! As these iapps have been 

banned by Tim Cook!  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

Gina DePalma, a pastry chef whose artfully simple Italian 

desserts helped make Babbo in Greenwich Village one of 

Manhattan’s most beloved and admired restaurants, died 

on Tuesday at a hospice in the Bronx. She was 49. The cause 

was ovarian cancer.  

 

1-2-2016 Ruth Reichl wrote in her review of Babbo for The 

New York Times in 1998. Mr. Batali said, “She was the mother 

soul of the entire kitchen.”  

 

1-2-2016 Ruth Reichl wrote in her review of Babbo for The 

New York ,Times in 1998. Mr. Batali said, “She was the 

mother soul of the 2016 ElectricWindmillFord Escort's in an 

Era of the Rx Overnight Cure for Cancer driven in 1980 by 

Jimmy Carter around the New York Times, parked and towed 

to Hell.  

 

1-2-2016 Guys at 1984 II HQ who make the Virus Software 

also make the Wounded Warriors! Thank God their in the 

fight of their life this year with Putin over $777 Trillion in 

oil money as we who work on a Rx Cancer cure need it to buy 

Los Alamos, Apple + Starbucks along with 1 trillion 

MackBook Pro's on a Treadmill, grin!  

 

1-2-2016 Gina DePalma, a pastry chef whose artfully simple 



Italian desserts helped make Babbo in Greenwich Village 

one of Manhattan’s most beloved and admired restaurants, 

died on Tuesday at a hospice in the Bronx. She was 49. The 

cause was ovarian cancer, her sister, Maria DePalma, said. 

Ms. DePalma credited her mother and grandmother, Italian 

immigrants from Calabria, for teaching her not only how to 

cook but also how to think about food. “Use what is local, use 

what is available, and use ingredients to their fullest 

potential,” she wrote in the preface to “Dolce Italiano: 

Desserts From the Babbo Kitchen,” published in 2007. Her 

sweet ideal was panna cotta, a study in minimalism. Her 

reverence for simplicity kept her on the margins of the pastry 

scene, despite stints at some of Manhattan’s finest 

restaurants, until she met Mario Batali, the chef and owner 

of Po. While she was making desserts at the Cub Room, he 

paid her a visit and presented his idea for a new restaurant, 

which he envisioned as a shrine to rustic Italian cooking. “It 

was a concept of dessert that was entirely familiar to me,” 

she wrote in her cookbook. Mr. Batali, in an interview on 

Friday, said, “I hired her an hour after meeting her.” When 

Babbo opened in 1998, she was the pastry chef, turning out 

chocolate polenta tarts, strawberries in Chianti with black 

pepper and ricotta cream, and the dessert that became her 

signature, saffron panna cotta with poached peaches. “It is 

like the restaurant itself: an unusual combination of 

ingredients that seem destined to be together,” Ruth Reichl 

wrote in her review of Babbo for The New York Times in 1998. 

Mr. Batali said, “She was the mother soul of the entire 

kitchen.”  

 

1-2-2016  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 



1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

Metropolitan Diary "Coexistence on the D Train" A short 

poem about hearing both French and Arabic in the same 

subway car, shortly after the Paris attacks. By WENDY JOAN 

BIDDLECOMBE - Wendy needed to put in a few lines about 

hearing, inventing a way to hear Jewish Aliens at each of 

the 52 Nearest Stars, just for the Jews in NYC... grin.  

 

By WENDY JOAN BIDDLECOMBE  

 

Dear Diary:  

 

Three days after the Paris attacks  

 

I’m riding the D train home  

 

and hear French in my right ear  

 

and Arabic in my left ear  

 

and think there is room enough in this car  

 

for both.  

 

Wendy needed to put in a few lines about hearing, inventing 

a way to hear Jewish Aliens at each of the 52 Nearest Stars, 

just for the Jews in NYC riding in her subway car D Train... 

grin.  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 



Los Alamos replaces the CD that use to come with the book!  

 

1-2-2016 Paradise is a "Book" at Los Alamos... on your 

MacBook Pro at the Hemingway Beach. Laser Guidance on a 

Navy Jet and Gravity Engine Car invented in Key West + Los 

Alamos, First book I sell on Duval will be in a email titled 

1,001 IP Invention Projects with 1 click Amazon links to Los 

Alamos Trillion dollar computers included with the book, 

sorry no CD with the book. Grin; Island to get second 

bookstore this month  

 

Los Alamos replaces the CD that use to come with the book!  

 

1-2-2016...  

 

BY GWEN FILOSA Citizen Staff mmiles@keysnews.com  

 

1-2-2016 Come next month, Key West will no longer be a one-

bookstore town. The Studios of Key West will offer a first 

glimpse of the space that will become a Books & Books store 

on its first floor at 533 Eaton St. on Jan. 7, from 6 to 8 p.m.  

 

1-2-2016 “It’s a preview,” said Elena Devers, deputy director 

of The Studios, adding that sales won’t be happening. 

“Probably shortly after that we’ll be up and running.” The 

nonprofit recently hired a full-time store manager for the 

bookstore, which will sport more than 75 feet of wood shelves 

holding fiction, nonfiction, bestsellers, poetry, art and 

architecture titles and magazines.  

 

1-2-2016 “We’re running it with their help,” Devers said of 

the Miami-based Books & Books. “We’ve already received 

numerous requests for volunteers who have a background in 

bookstores and really want to help.” Eventually, a separate 



room in back will be turned into an art supply store that 

Devers said will meet a demand for such goods from people 

taking art classes at The Studios. The Studios’ latest venture 

means the island’s sole bookseller for the past four years, Key 

West Island Bookstore, 513 Fleming St., will soon have a 

competitor — roughly one block away. “It was great when I 

was the only one, but I don’t think competition is a bad 

thing,” said Suzanne Orchard, Key West Island Books’ owner. 

“It’s healthy to have more than one store.”  

 

1-2-2016 About a year ago, Orchard said she got a tip that 

Books & Books was on its way to Key West. Jed Dodds, the 

executive director of The Studios, also stopped by recently to 

tell her about the new bookstore coming about a block away, 

which Orchard said she appreciated. “I knew it was coming,” 

Orchard said. “Obviously, it will affect my business.” 

Orchard, who bought Key West Island Books in May after 

working there for a decade, said the two bookstores will have 

their differences, depicting her shop as a funky, old-school 

browsing opportunity while Books & Books sells only new 

titles. “We’re going to have different things going on,” 

Orchard said. “We’ll both have new releases, best-sellers.” The 

new Books & Books will include local authors’ work, Dodds 

said in a press release this week, “as well as lots of gorgeous 

art books.” Key West Island Books, however, will still corner 

the local market when it comes to used and rare books, said 

Orchard, who on Tuesday was preparing for a book-signing 

with Margaret Meps Schulte to promote her release Strangers 

Have the Best Candy.  

 

1-2-2016 In 2011, Key West watched three bookstores close: 

Borders Express on North Roosevelt Boulevard and Voltaire 

Books and Bargain Books in Old Town. Borders’ closing was 

part of the national chain’s demise while Voltaire’s owner 



said sales were lagging due to the growing popularity of e-

books, Kindles and online discounts. Voltaire lasted about 

five years at the same corner of Eaton and Simonton streets 

where The Studios will open its Books & Books outpost.  

 

1-2-2016 When Voltaire Books was open, Orchard said she 

had a great relationship with the owner and employees 

when it came to helping customers track down a popular 

book. “I’d call over there and check. People would walk the 

block,” Orchard said. “It’s a small town, we have to get 

along.”  

 

1-2-2016 Paradise is a "Book" at Los Alamos... on your 

MacBook Pro at the Hemingway Beach. Laser Guidance on a 

Navy Jet and Gravity Engine Car invented in Key West + Los 

Alamos, First book I sell on Duval will be in a email titled 

1,001 IP Invention Projects with 1 click Amazon links to Los 

Alamos Trillion dollar computers included with the book, 

sorry no CD with the book. Grin; Los Alamos replaces the CD 

that use to come with the book!  

 

Los Alamos replaces the CD that use to come with the book!  

 

1-2-2016 Yale story on having a Recipe that is 4,200 years 

old - not Yale Elite hacking into the Rx Recipes to get a 

Overnight Cure for Cancer... The Yale Babylonian Collection 

holds virtually every genre, type, and period of ancient 

Mesopotamian writing, ranging in date from about 3000 

B.C.E. to early in the Christian Era, and including 

commemorative inscriptions, scholarly treatises, letters and 

business documents, administrative accounts, inscribed 

seals, seal impressions, and other objects, and literature in 

Sumerian, Akkadian, and Hittite. Among its particular 

treasures are tablets of the Epic of Gilgamesh and other epic 



narratives, a group of the world’s oldest recipes!  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-2-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-1-2016 CIA Psychological Warfare Units New Years $777 

Trillion Dollar Lottery you can win!  

 

1-1-2016 CIA Psychological Warfare Units New Years $777 

Trillion Dollar Lottery you can win!  

 

1-1-2016 Trillion dollar lottery vending Machines at Public 

+ Whole Foods take on a new Era as Trump will lose 

everything in his Trump Casino's to Ms Universe MD.  

 

1-1-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-1-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016...  

 

1-1-2016 CIA Psychological Warfare Units New Years $777 

Trillion Dollar Lottery you can win!  

 

1-1-2016 CIA Psychological Warfare Units New Years $777 

Trillion Dollar Lottery you can win!  

 

1-1-2016 - 2016 with 5 Wedding Rings Star Travel Design * 

24/7 with many wives, Jewish wives... Aliens too, grin.  

 

2016, Pope Francis; the apathy that impedes "Star Travel's" 

cartoon activists demonstrate near the Eiffel Tower, in Paris. 

Not about the 155 Story Yale Paris Eiffel Tower Medical 

School. What to expect from Apple in 2016; the Ultra Apple-

Starbucks Store School University linked with iapps to Los 



Alamos! Greg wrote 365 days last year, Apple Genius Tech's 

will make $365K a year!  

 

1-1-2016 Six New Year's Resolutions, improve your memory...  

 

1-1-2016 Six New Year's Resolutions, improve your memory 

with iapps linked to Los Alamos H-Bombs!  

 

1-1-2016 Six New Year's Resolutions, improve your memory 

with iapps linked to Los Alamos H-Bombs trillion's of dollar 

super computer simulations.  

 

1-1-2016 Trillion dollar lottery in 2016 from 4 MD Wives 

Coup D'Etat our 1984 II Dictators, all MD Women $$$ rich 

Pirates in Key West with $777 Trillion from King Salman's 

sunk Mecca + Allah.  

 

1-1-2016 Six New Year's Resolutions, improve your memory 

with iapps, Wall Street Stocks, 2016 will be the last year for 

traffic lights as Laser Guidance's mandatory on all cars on 

the road will put these lights out... of date! UPDATE 3:37 p.m.: 

The traffic light at Gulf Breeze Hospital was fixed at about 2 

p.m. today after being out for several hours, according to 

Gulf Breeze Police Chief Robert Randle.  
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Trillion Dollar Lottery you can win!  

 

News about Legal Polygamous Marriage!! Ring in 2016 with 

6 Wedding Rings Star Travel Design * Muslims have 4 wives 

we can have 5 for our up-man-ship in our Wedding Gifts to 

them, grin! Pope Francis could really out do the Moslems 

giving his 5 new wives Vatican Bank Wedding Gift CAR's and 

Cards, ha. Yes the new SWF wives will drive circles around 

King Salman's 66 wives.  
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Pope Francis Urges Overcoming 'Indifference' to Attain Peace 

but will NOT marry 4 Nuns from Saint Mary Star of the Sea 

Ballicia in Key West, grin. I can see 4 Nuns working 24/7 for 

God logged into Los Alamos with iapps, not Pope Francis. 

Maybe Pope Francis should retire and let a women be Pope, 

as she would work 24/7 for God's Universe and she has a 

better chance of inventing faster than the speed of light than 

any Male Pope! So be it God said!  
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“CIA psychologists... "CIA psychotherapist... "CIA MD's iapps 

that can run at Los Alamos! Written by Apple Genius Tech's 

Just Married in a Legal Polygamous Marriage working 24/7 

for 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat our 1984 II Dictators, all MD 

Women who's first New Years Resolution will be to replace all 

the New York Times Journalists with MD Journalists... 

Hospital prison for Journalists who don't have a MD. But do 

have Syphilis, STD's, HIV, Hepatitis, MS Virus... ha.  
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Why Blofeld's Neurological Assault on James Bond in 

'Spectre' Was a Fail; The worst scene in Spectre involves 

Christopher Waltz's Blofeld torturing Bond by sticking a 

robotic drill into his head, threatening to erase his memory.  
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4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat our 1984 II Dictators, will erase all 

violent thoughts in OJ and Cosby then give this Rx to the 

Public, grin.  
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improve CIA Psychological Warfare Units New Years 

Resolutions to rule over the other idiots... New York Times - 

Iran's president denounced the United States on Thursday 

for suggesting the possibility of new sanctions over Iranian 

missiles, and he ordered his Defense Ministry to respond by 

swiftly building more of them.  
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Trillion Dollar Lottery you can win!  
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get laser guidance in all cars on the road as laser guidance 

would have saved these lives. Five people, including one 

child, were killed Thursday evening in a two-car crash in 

Ontario. The accident occurred about 7 p.m. when a silver 

Toyota Yaris with four occupants veered off a ramp from the 

eastbound Interstate 10 at Vineyard Avenue. With laser 

guidance on your Toyota Yaris or Ford Escort you can not go 

tooooo fast to veer off a ramp!  
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A Cargill beef processing plant in Fort Morgan, Colo. has 

fired nearly 200 Somali Muslims who walked off the job last 

week in a dispute over the company's accommodations of 

their prayer rituals.  
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improve your memory... improve CIA Psychological Warfare 

Units New Years Resolutions to rule over the other idiots... 

HERD the other CIA guys into the Somali Muslims brain MRI's 

praying to God about 72 Virgins and they will all own you a 

months pay, grin!  
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"AT&T acquires part of data collection startup Carrier IQ" 

Back in 2011, data collection developer Carrier IQ caused a 

firestorm of criticism after a security researcher discovered 

its kernel-level software could be used to track smartphone 

users without their consent or control. Tim Cooks HIV + STD's 

will be tracked without his consent no matter how he 

encrypts his smart phone it will never out smart iapps 

running at Los Alamos, ha.  
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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  
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...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE! 
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